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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many physical processes connected with nonuniform transitions are described by differential 
equations with large and/or small parameters. If, in problems arising in this manner, the role 
of the perturbation is played by the leading terms of the differential operator (or part of them), 
then the problem is called a singular perturbation problem [I]. In many instances, the partial 
differential equations of hydrodynamics are singularly perturbed. In fact, it is this feature of the 
equations that explain theoretically the physical phenomenon of boundary layers. 
From the mathematical point of view, fluid and gas dynamics are described by the Navier- 
Stokes equations. The so-called convection-diffusion equation 
is a simple model of the stationary Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds numbers. The 
singular perturbation parameter E is the viscosity or diffusion coefficient and ‘LL is the flow velocity 
vector. The convection-diffusion equation has been investigated in many papers, including [2-g]. 
In his paper, Segal [2] analyzed and compared various methods for solving the convection- 
diffusion equation with small E. While Il’in’s [8] method is a very accurate example of an upwind 
scheme for a homogeneous, one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation where ‘u. is constant, it 
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loses accuracy when variable coefficients are used. The central difference scheme is more accurate 
than Il’in’s method in more general one-dimensional problems, provided it is combined with a 
suitable e-dependent mesh refinement in the boundary layer. However, the e-dependency creates 
a stability problem since for small E the matrix of the system that has to solved is not diagonally 
dominant. 
In their paper Dekema and Schultz [6] developed high-order methods to solve elliptic singular 
perturbation problems and obtained remarkably good numerical results. They rewrote higher- 
order derivatives in Taylor expansion in terms of the lower-order derivative terms. However, 
they used constant coefficients only, and they did not analyze stability or error bounds of their 
high-order methods. 
Later, Choo and Schultz [7] developed the so-called stable central difference methods. They 
modified the central difference approximations for the first- and second-order derivatives by 
rewriting its error terms as a combination of the lower-order derivative terms and approximating 
them. This process reinforced the diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrix and had a sta- 
bilizing effect. However, they could not achieve as high accuracy as the method of Dekema and 
Schultz. 
Three new techniques are developed to solve the second-order, linear two-point boundary value 
problem 
Here, 0 < E < 1 is the singular perturbation parameter. One is particularly interested in finding 
the solution of (1) as E + 0. 
A special case of the differential equation in (1) is the first-order convection-diffusion equation 
with a small viscosity coefficient E, which is 
--EqqZ) + +)4’(x) = f(x). (2) 
Equation (2) h as b een investigated by many authors including Segal [2], Il’in [8], Dekema and 
Schultz [6], Choo and Schultz [7], and Miller et al. [9]. 
In Section 2, three fourth-order techniques are developed for the singular perturbation problem 
in (1) and they are tested on two convection-diffusion equations. The results are compared to 
those of papers in [2,6-8,101. 
2. FOURTH-ORDER TECHNIQUES 
Consider again the following linear two-point boundary value problem: 
-q”(Z) + P(X)Y’(Xc) + &)Y(Z) = f(z), 
The functions p(z), q(z), and f(x) are assumed to be sufficiently smooth on [a, b]. Moreover, 
assume up] 5 P where P E R and q(z) > 0 for all z E [u,b]. Under these assumptions, 
equation (1) has a unique solution [ll, p. 72; 12, p. 1451. Three fourth-order techniques are 
developed to obtain high accuracy methods for the above boundary value problem by using only 
three points. The main advantage of using three points is the fact that the resulting system will 
be tridiagonal, and therefore, one is able to apply efficient and fast techniques to find numerical 
approximations. Moreover, there are no complications such as fictitious points outside of the 
interval [a, b]. 
Before the specific details of the development of these techniques, the common procedure used 
in all of them is given. First, [a, b] is divided into n equal subintervals, each of length h, such that 
a = 20 < Icl < z2 < . . . < 5, = b. For the sake of simplicity, we will use pi = p(zi), qi = q(zi), 
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xi-1 xi Xi+1 
Figure 1. Three points used to develop fourth-order methods. 
fi = of, yi = By, yi-1 = Y(X~ - h), yi+l = Y(X~ + h), y: = y’(~:i), y,” = y,“(xi), etc. The 
differential equation in (1) will be approximated at zi by using three points, as in Figure 1. 
Equation (1) is divided by --E and we let w = I/E. At each x,, one wants to find CY~, (Y,+~, 
ai- 1, ,Oi such that 
jj:’ - Wpijji - Wqijji E Ct-ljj-1 + CVijji + Ck!i+ljji+l + j3i = -Wfi, (3) 
where g denotes the numerical solution of (1). The term pz is put in (3) to collect terms which do 
not contain yi, yi+l, or yi-1. These extra terms are obtained as a result of the following Taylor 
series expansions of yi+l and yi-1 around the point zzi out to the fifth-order derivative terms: 
I, I h2 h3 
Yi - “‘PiYi - WqiYi x Wyi f ai+l 
h4 (4) yi $ hyj + yyi’ + or/: + z’lJi h5 (5) + myi + 1 
h2 h3 +a~-1 h4 (4) YZ - hyj + y!/:’ - ~yIll + zyz h5 (5) - myi + + /Ti. 1 
Next, higher-order derivatives yy and yj4) are written in terms of yy, 
Y”(X) = WP(X)Y’(X) + WdX)Y(X) - wf(xh 
y”‘(X) = wp(x)y”(X) + w(p’(x) + q(x))y’(x) + Wd(X)Y(X) - WY(X), 
y(4)(x) = [w2p(x)2 + 2wp’(x) + U.&z)] Y”(X) + [W2P(Xc)(P’(X) + q(x)) + W(P”(X) 
+ 2q’(x))] y’(x) + [w2p(x)q’(x) +4’(x)] Y(X) - W2Pca-'(4 - w.?'(x). 
Equations (6) and (7) are put into (4) and rearranged to get 
I, I Yi - WPiYi - wqiYi M {(C&+1 + CP-1) [T + z (W2Pf + 2WP: + “‘ii)] 
f(Qii.1 + ai-1,; [W2Pz(P’i + 4i) + U(Pl/ + ad)]} Yt 
{ 
h3 
+ ai + Qi+l + ai- + (Qi+l - ai-l)TWqi 
+(W+l + Qi-1); (W2Pzd + W4:I) 
> 
Yi 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
The fifth-order derivative terms are the largest contributors to the error term. The three methods 
differ in approximating this term. When the coefficients of yz, yi, and yy in (8) are equated, one 
obtains the following system of equations: 
(Qifl + Wl) [; + ; (w2p? + 2wp: + wgi,] + (o!i+l - ai-l);wp’i = 1, 
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(ai+1 - ai-1) [ h + $J(Pl + 44 
I 
+ (&+1 + a,-,)~ [w2pi(p; + qi) + w(p:’ + 2qi)] = -wpi, 
ai + (w+1+ ai-1) 
[ 
h4 
1+ 24 (w2& + wq:‘) 1 h3 + (ai+1 - ai-l)gwq; = -wqi, 
Pi - (Qifl - oi-1) Zwfl - (Qifl + cx&l,~ (w&f,( + wff) = 0. 
Letting A = oi+i + CX~-~, and B = CY~+~ - &i-i, and solving the above system, one obtains Q, 
a~i+l, w-1, and Pi, 
ai = -Wqi - A 1 + s (w2piq2( + wqf) 
I 
- Bzuqi, 
ai+l=~{lM& [3+T(w2pf+2wp:+Wqi)]}+&, 
aipl=+{l+& [3+~(w2pf+2Wp:+wqi)]}-&, 
Pi = l3Tw.f: + AZ (w2pif,l + wf:) , 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
where 
A=-6+h2W(wP,Z+p:+qi) 24 
h2 h4W2pi[Wpi(pi + qi) + py + 2q:] - C’ 
B=L-- A 
h3wpi hwpi 
3 + ; (w2p,2 + 2wp: + wqi) I ) 
(13) 
(14) 
C = [I2 + h2W (Wpf + 2~: + qi)] [6 + h2w(p: + qi)] . 
Then, our main difference equation and the local truncation error q[y] are introduced as f~~~~~~: 
Lh,wYi E W-lyi-1 + aiyi + ai+lyi+l = -pi - Wfi + Ti[y], i=l,...,n-1, (15) 
h5 
Ti[Y] = z(Qi+l - ai-l)Yj5). (16) 
In order to obtain the numerical solution {$i} for y[ - wpiyl - wqiyi = -wfi by ,&,, we set 
Lj,wyi = ai+lgi-1 + Qijji + ai+lfji+l = -pi - Wfi, l<i<n-1, (17) 
and solve the resulting linear system. 
To approximate the error y!5) . 
Rearranging the terms resu;ts’in 
is written in terms of y:’ by taking the derivative of equation (7). 
Yi5) = [w3p? + 5w2p;pi + 3wpy + 3wq; + 2w2piqi1 y: 
+ [w3& + w3pqqi + 3w2p;2 + 4w2p:qi + 3wq:’ + 2w2p;q; + w2pip; 
+ w2qf + wp:“] y; + [ w3Pyqi + 3w2p$qi + W2qiq: + W2piqr + Wq2!1/] IJi 
-w3pf f,! - 3w2p; f; - w2qi f; - w2pi f,!’ - ,fi!,,. 
(18) 
Now, we are ready to apply different approximation techniques on the error (16) to improve the 
method developed. 
2.1. Technique I 
When the standard central difference approximations for y:’ and yi are substituted in (18) and 
the resulting equation is put in (16), one obtains 
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(ai+1 - cui&y(s’ = Bh5 
120 z 120 ii 
$( 33 w P, + 5w2p:pi + 3wpy + 3wq: + 2w?piq,) 
+& (w3PfPi + W3pfqi + 3W2pi2 + 4W2pIqi + 3Wq:’ 
+ 2w2p,q; + w2pip6/ + w2q,2 + wpY’) 1 yi+1 -$(33 [ w P, + 5W2p:pi + 3Wpy + 3Wqi + 2W2piqi) 
+ (w3p,2q: + 3w2p:ql + W2qiq: + W2piq:’ + WQ:l’) 1 yi 
+ 
[ 
; (W3Pf + 5w2p;pi + 3wp:’ + 3wq: + 2w2piq,) (19) 
-a( 3?! w Pz P, + w3pfqi + 3W2pi2 + 4W2piqi + 3Wqi 
+ 2w2Piq: + 3Wq: + 2W2piqi 
I 
Yi-1 - W3pf f,’ - 3W2pi fl 
- w2qif,’ - w2pi f,!’ - ,fi!,, } +B& {-~Yv?) [W3Pf 
+ 5W2&i + 3Wpy + 3Wqi + 2W2piqi] - G?J”‘(() [W3p7pi + W3pqqi 
+ 3W2pi2 + 4W2p:qi + 3WqF + 2W2piq: + W2pipy + W2q,2 + Wpy] 
> 
, 
where V, 6 E [G - h, Xi + h]. When the approximated error is substituted back into the scheme, 
the coefficients a!;, a~+~, CX,*_~, and /3,* of our first technique are found as follows: 
h5 a,* =q-j-3-m 
120 
A[ 33 W p, + 5W2p$J: + 3Wpy + 3Wqi + 2W2pifJi] 
+ [W3pTqi + 3W2piqi + W2qiql + W2piq:/ + WQY] 
> 
, 
(20) 
cY,;l = 
h5 
Qi+l - BP 120 
{ 
L[33 h2 w p, + 5w2p,p: + 3wp!,’ + 3wq: + 2w2piqi1 
+ ~ [w3psp:, + w3p~qi + 3W2p12 + 4W2plqi + 3WqIl + 2W2piq1 (21) 
+w2pip:’ + w2q,2 + wp:“] 
1 
) 
* 
QZ--1 = CZ,-~ -B- ;o{$r 33 w P, + 5W2pipG + 3Wpy + 3Wqi + 2W2piqi] 
-&[ 3?/ w p,p, + w3pfq, + 3w2pi2 + 4w2p;q, + 3wq:/ + 2w2piq; (2‘4 
+W2pipy + W2q,2 + Wpy] 
> 
, 
/!3,* = /Ii - I?& [-w3p;f,! - 3w2p; f,! - w2qif,’ - w2pif,!’ - wfy] (23) 
Then, the difference equation and the local truncation error r,*[y] for Technique 1 can be written 
as follows: 
-%JYi f ClYi-1 + a,*yz + cy,;lyi+l = -p,” _ wfi + ~,*[yl, i=l,...,,n, (24) 
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7i*[y] = Bgj { 
h2 (4) -Ey (7)) [w”pf + 5w2p;pi + 3wp; + 3wq: + 2w2piqi1 
- ;y”‘(E) [w3pfpi + w3ptqi + 3w2p!,2 + 4w2p;qi + 3wqI’ + 2w2piq; 
+W2pipr + W2qz + Wpy] 1 7 
(25) 
where n, < E [xi - h, xi + h]. The numerical solution {jjf} generated by Lz+ is obtained by solving 
the following system: 
2.2. Technique II 
This technique’s coefficients are obtained in a similar manner to the cxs that are the coefficients 
of the main difference operator in Section 2.1 and are given by the equations (9)-(15). For ~-1, 
CX~, czi+r, and &, the Taylor series expansions had been carried out to the fourth-order derivative 
terms. In this case, the fifth-order derivative terms are considered as well. Thus, the highest- 
order error is the sixth derivative terms in the Taylor series expansion. After yi (5) is written in 
terms of y:, y:, and IJ~ as in (18), it is incorporated into our scheme to obtain Technique II. 
I, / 
Yi - wPiYi - WqiYi M (a;;;, + a::,> ; + ; (w2pf + 2wp: + wqJ 
I 
+ (azt;1 - c$:1) 
[ 
swpi + $j (w3pf + 5w2p;pi + 3wpI’ + 3wq; + 2w2piqi) y; 
{ [ h3 h5 f (a::1 - a::~) h $ gW(p: + qi) + 120 (W3pfp: f W3$qi $ 3w2pL2 $ 4W2p:qi 
+ 3Wqy + 2W2piqi + W2pip:’ + W2q,j? + Wpy’) 
I 
+ (a::, + Ck!~~,) $ [W2pi(p: + qi) 
+ w(p:’ + 2qk)] 
I { 
y: + a;* + a;& + cq, + (c& - c&) 
[ 
h3 
Twq: + & (w3piq{ 
(27) 
+ 3w2p:q: + w2qiq: + w2piq:’ + wq:‘)] + (a,T;I + a;:,> $ (w2piq; + wq:1)} yg 
/I,‘* - (c& - ayl 
)[ 
ZWfi + 6 (W”ptf,( + 3W2Pif,’ + W2qif,’ + W2pif,!’ + Wf,!ll) I 
- Ml + Cl) g (W2Pif,! + wfi!‘) } + gj [“;$y@)(L) + a;:,y@)(K)] . 
Here, K, L E [xi - h, zi + h]. Equating the coefficients in (27) on both sides of the equal sign gives 
the following system: 
+& (W3pf + 5W2p:pi + 3Wpy + 3Wq: + 2W2piqi) I = 1, 
(a;;1 -a;:,) [ h + ;w(p: + qi) + & (w3pfp: -I- w3p:qi + 3w2p” + 4w2p:qi 
+ 3wq:’ + 2w2piq: + w2pip; + w2qz + wp?) 
I 
+ ((II;;1 + cy::,) 24 h [W2pi(p: + qi) + W(P:’ + 2qi)] = -wPi, 
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a;* + (c& + a;:,> 
)[ 
+& (w3pfql + 3w2p;q: + w2qiq; + w2piqy + wqy) 1 = -wqi, 
p,” - (a;$ - c&) [gwf; + g ( w3pffl + 3w2p;.f,’ + w2qt f,’ + w2pi f,” + Cd,;“) 1 - (a$ +c&) g(W2Pif,l + wf (‘)= 0.
Letting A** = $;I + CL$:~ and B** = CE~$~ - c$:, in the above system results in 
A** = { -wpi - [la0 + 20h2w(p; + qL) + h4 (w3pfp; + w3pfqi + 3w2p7 
+ 4w2p:qi + 3wql’ + 2w2p,q: + w2pipi’ + w2q? + wpl//)] [20h2wpi + h4 (w3p; 
+ 5w2P:Pi + 3wp’,’ + 3Wq: + 2W2Ptqz)] -‘} { $ [W2pi(p: + qi) + W(py + 2q:)] 
1‘20 + 20h2w(p: + qi) + h4 (w3pfp; + w3p;q, + 3~~~;~) - 
2OwPi + h2 (w3pf + 5w2p’,pi + SWP~ + 3wqi + ZW’p,qi) 
+ h4 (4w2p:q, + 3wqy + 2w2piqi + w2pip’,’ + w2qf + WP~) 
2OWpi + h2 (W3pg + 5w2p:pz + ~WP: + 3wqi + 2w’piqi) I 
1 
X 5 + g (W2pf + 2Wpi + Wqi) 
[ I) 
-1 
1 (28) 
B** = { 120 - A**h2 [60 + 5h2 (w2pf + 2wp; + wqi)] } { 20h3wpi + h5 (w3pf 
+ 5w2p,p; + 3wpi’ + 3wq; + 2w”p,qr,)}-l (29) 
Now that A** and B** are known, the coefficients of Technique II can be found as follows: 
($” zz -wqi - A** 1 + ; (w2piq; + wq;‘) - B** I [ ;wq: 
+& (W3pfq: + 3W2p:qj + W2piqr + w2qiq: + wqi”) I I (30) 
cY;;1 = 
A** + B** 
A** ” B** 
1 (31) 
cl;:1 = 
h’ 
1 (32) 
p,** = A**24 (W2pif,’ + Wfi’) + B** TWfi 
+g (w3p;f; + 3w2p’, f,( + w2qz. f,’ + w2p&f: + WfY) I . 
The difference equation and the local truncation error rT*[y] for this technique are 
(33) 
Gy,Yi = “z*rlYi-1 + a:*y, + a,*i1yi+1 = -p,‘* - Wfi + 7;*[y], i=l,...,n-1, (34) 
T,**[y] = gj [w;;ly(yL) +o::,y(yK)] , L, IC E [xi - h,q + h]. (35) 
Then, the numerical solution {$*} generated by L;I~~ is obtained by solving the following linear 
system: 
L. p,j$* s “f:lg;~l + oif’yf* + ~;~‘;,y,“;, = -p:* - Ufi, lli<n-1. (36) 
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2.3. Technique III 
For this technique, 
y;I x Yi+1 - 2Yi + Y&l h2 (4) h4 
h2 - jYjYi - j&(O), 4 E [xi - h, xi + h], (37) 
is used. We substitute (7) in the above equation and solve for yl 
y; M 
12 Yi+1 - 2Yi + Yi-1 
12 + h2 (w”pf + 2wp; + wqi) h2 
+ w2piqi + wp:’ + 2wqi) y; - ; (w2& + wqi’) yi (38) 
xi - h < cj 5 xi + h. 
Substituting (38) in (18) an d multiplying both sides by (h5/120)B, one obtains the following: 
&Byy) = &B (w3pf + 5w2p:pi + 3wp; + 3wq; + 2w2piqi) 
12 
X 
Yi+1 - 2Yi + Yi-1 
12 + h2 (w2p; + 2wp: + wqi) ( h2 > [ 
+ (w3& + w3p;qi 
+ 3w2pi2 + 4.wzp;qi + 3wq:’ + 2w2piq; f w2pipl’ + w*qp + wpl”) - (w3pf 
+ 5W2&i + 39: + 3Wq: + 2W2&qi) (W2piJJ: + W2&qi + Wp:’ + 2Wq:) 
h2 
’ 12 + h2 (w2pf + 2wp: + wqi) 1 [ y: + (Jp~q: + 3w2p;q; + w2piq: + w2qiq: 
-I- wq;‘) - (w”p; + 5w2p;pi + 3wp:’ + 3wq: + 2w2piqi) (w2piq; 
+ wq:‘) 
h2 
12 + h2 (w2pf + 2wp; + wqi) 1 
yi + (w3pf + 5w2p:pi + 3wp:’ + 3wq; 
+ 2W2Pi9i) 
h2 
12 + h2 (W~JJ~ + 2wpi + wqi) 
(W2pif,! f Wfi’) - (W3pffl 
+ 3W2PX + W29if,! + W2Pif,(’ + wf,!ll) - 12 + h2 (w2p;l 2wp! + wq,) 
z z z 
h4 (6) x (w3P: + 5w2pip: + 3wp:’ + 3wq: + 2w2piqi) sy (4) ) 
(39) 
where B = a?** 2+1 - a*** 2-1. Next, y: is approximated by the standard central difference formula 
in (39), 
&Byj5) = &B (w3pf -I- 5w2pipi + 3~~:’ + 3wq; + 2w2pi4J 
12 
’ 12 + h2 (w2pf + 2wp; + wqi) ( 
Yit1 - 2% fyi-l 
h2 > [ 
+ (w3pfp:, + w3p;qi 
+ 3W2p12 + 4W2p:qi + 3Wq:’ + 2W2piqz! + W2pipl’ + W2QT + Wp~) - (W3ps 
+ 5w2P:pi + 3wp~ + 3Wq: + 2W2piqi) (W2pipb + W2piqi + Wp~ t: 2wq:) 
h2 
x 12 + h2 (w2pz + 2wp; + wqi) I[ 
Yi+1 - Y&-l 
2h 
- !$/‘($q + 
I [ 
(w3pgq; 
+ 3w2p:qi + W2qiq: + W2piqF + Wqr) - (w3pp + 5W2p&i + 3Wpy + 3Wqa 
f 2w2Piqi) (W2piqi + Wqy) 
h2 
12 + h2 (LLJ~$ + ~WP: + wqi) 1 yi 
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+ (w3pf + 5w2p;pi + 3wp:’ + 3wq; + 2w2piqJ (w2p& + w”g) 
h2 
’ 12 + h2 (w2p? + 2wp: + wqi) 
- (w3p?fi + 3w2p’,f,I + w2qJ,’ + w2pi f,!’ + wf,l/‘) 
12 
- 12 + h2 (w2p; + 2wp; + wqi) 
(w3p2 + 5w2pip: + 3wpI’ + 3wq: 
+ 2W2Pi4i) gjd6’(4) 
When the approximated error is put back into (8), the coefficients of Technique III are obtained. 
a;** = h5 Cl-B- - 
i 
24 (w3pf + 5w2p’,pi + 3wp’,’ + 3wq; + 2w2piqi) 
120 12h2 + h4 (w2p; + 2wp; + wqi) 
_ h2 (w3p; + 5w2p;pi + 3wp:/ + 3wq: + 2w2piqi) &J2pip: + wq:‘) 
12 + h2 (w2p; + 2wp: + wqi) (40) 
+ w3p;q: + 3w2p:q; + w2qiq; + w2p,q:/ + wqy , 
c$; = 
h5 
cYi+1 -B- 
120 i 
1‘2 (w3pf + 5w2p;pi + 3wpi’ + 3wq; + 2dpiqJ 
12h2 + h4 (w2pf + 2wp; + wqi) 
_ (w”p2 + E+d2p;pi + 3wp:’ + 3wq; + 2w2piqJ 
2h (12 + h2 (w2p; + 2wp:, + wqJ) 
x (w2pip: + w2piqi + wp:’ + awq;> 
+ w3Pfp’, + W3pfqi + 3W2pi2 + 4W2p!,qi + 3Wqy + 2W2piqi + W2pipf 
2h 
(41) 
q; = 
h5 
CI~-~ -B- 
12 (w3$ + 5w2p:p, -t 3wpI’ + 3wq; + 2w2piqi) 
120 12h2 + h4 (w2pf + 2wp; + wqi) 
+i i w3p3 + 5w2p:pi + 3wpy + 3wq; + 2w2piqi) 
2h (12 + h2 (~2~; + 2wp; + wqi)) 
x +J2pip; + w2piqi + wp:’ + 2wqi) (42) 
W3P,2Pt + W3P&& + 3w2py + 4w2p:qi + 3wq:’ + 2w2piq; + w2pip; - 
2h 
pT**=ii,-Bs -(W3p~f,‘+3W2p:fi/+W2qif~+W2pif,”+Wf,”’) 
i 
(43) 
+ h2 (w3pf + 5w2p:p, + 3wp6/ + 3wq: + 2W2piqi) (W3pif,’ + Wff) 
12 + h2 (w2p,2 + 2wpi + wqi) 
The difference equation and the local truncation error r,***[y] for Technique 111 are 
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T;**[y] = El& { - 
12 
12 + h2 (w2pf + 2wp; + wqi) 
(w3pf + 5w2p:pi + 3wp’i 
h4 (‘3) + 3wqI + 2W2Pi4i) F&4 (4) - (w3pfpL + w3p:qi + 3w2py 
+ 4w2p:qi + 3wqI’ + 2w2piq; + w2pip; + w2qp + wpy> - (w”pf 
+ 5W2p:pi + 3Wpy + 3Wqi + 2W2&qi) (W2&p: + W2&qi + Wpy + 2Wq:) 
(45) 
h2 
x 12 f h2 (W2pf + 2wp: + Wqi) 
where Xi - h 5 II, < zi + h, xi - h 5 4 5 zi + h. To obtain the numerical solution {yH**} 
generated by L;t::, we once again set 
and solve the resulting linear system for {$**} 
3. CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY 
In this section, the convergence conditions of our fourth-order techniques for the differential 
equation in (1) are analyzed. 
Greenspan [12, pp. 150-1511 proved that the numerical solution obtained with the central 
difference approximation for the linear, second-order boundary value problem y”(x) +P(~)y’(x) + 
Q(z)y(z) = R(Z), for 5 E [a,b] and y(a) = (II, y(b) = p exists and is unique if h < 2/M where 
IP( 5 M, provided P(X), Q(X), and R( 2 are continuous on [a, b] and Q(X) 5 0. The condition ) 
on the step size h is chosen in such a way that the main diagonal elements of the tridiagonal 
coefficient matrix of the system are negative, the off-diagonal elements are positive, and the 
matrix is diagonally dominant. 
In a similar fashion, one establishes the existence and uniqueness for the numerical schemes 
developed in the previous sections, when y’(z) and y(x) h ave constant coefficients. Therefore, we 
consider now 
yr - Wpyi - Wqyi + Wfi = 0, 5 (5 b,% Y(U) = a, Y(b) = P, (47) 
where p E Iw - (0) and q 2 0. 
It is worthwhile restating our techniques’ coefficients at this point, since when p(x) and q(x) 
are constant functions, their derivatives will vanish to give us reduced forms of QS, o*s, o**s, 
and o***s. 
The reduced coefficients of the main operator are 
ai = -wq - A, (48) 
(49) 
(50) 
pi = B:w~: f A; (W2pf,! + Wf:) ) 
A= 
24 (6 + h2w2p2 + h2wq) 
h2 (72 + 6h2w2p2 + 18h2wq + h4w2q2) ’ 
B = 24 - Ah2 [12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)] 
4h3wp 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
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The reduced forms of the coefficients of Technique I are 
Cl: = Qi + Bg [W3p3 + 2W2pq] , 
* 
ai+1 = %+1 - B-- ,“z”o 
{ 
; [w3p3 + 2w2pq] + $ [w3p2q + w2q2] ) 
* h5 
Qi-1 = cl-1 - B- { .L [w3p3 + 2w2pq] - & [w3p2q + w2q2j} ) 120 h2 
p; z pi - B& [&py - Jqfl - w2pf,l’ - wf,l”] . 
The reduced forms of the coefficients of Technique II are 
a:* z z -wq-A**, 
** A** + B** 
‘yi+1 = 
** 
A** ” B’* 
7 
q-1 = 
,,“? 
1 
pf* = A**z (w2pf,( + wfi”) + B** T-f: + & (w3p2f,! + l&f,” + wf:‘l] ) 
A** zz -wp - 
{ 
120 + 20h2wq + h4(w3p2q + w2q2) h4 2 
20h2wp -I- h4 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) FJy Pq 
120 + 20h2wq + h4w3p2q + h4w2q2 1 h2 I) 
-1 
- 
2Owp + h2 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) s+yp2P2+w9) 3 
B** = 120 - A**h2 [60 + 5h2 (w2p2 + wq)] 
20h3wp + h5 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) ’ 
Finally, the reduced forms of the coefficients of Technique III are 
a;+* = h3 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) 
@ + B5 [12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)] ’ 
*** h5 
%+l = ai+ - Bii6 
12 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq 
12h2 + h4 (w2p2 + wq) - 2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 
*** h5 
%-1 = C+-~ - B- 
12 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq 
120 12h2 + h4 (w2p2 + wq) + 2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 
_ w3p2q + w2q2 
1 2h ’ 
/?,*** = ,bi - B& 
i 
- (w3p2f,’ + w2qf; + ~~~f,(’ + wf;“) 
+ h2 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (w3pf,! + wf,“) 
12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq) 
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(54 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
Next, a theorem on the existence and uniqueness of solutions found by using the techniques 
developed in this paper is stated. 
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THEOREM 1. Consider the second-order, linear singular perturbation boundary value problem 
with constant coefficients as stated in (47). Then, for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, the numerical scheme 
(1) CX-lyi-1 + cyiyi + a+lyi+l = -/?i - wfi defined by (48)-(53) has a unique solution if 
(2) &IS-I f “ZYi f o$+lYi+~ = --pT - wfi defined by (54)-(57) has a unique solution jf 
h<min{--&,~}, ifq#O; 
(3) ~~?;YG-I + @**Yi + ~~~;yi+l = -pT** - wfi defined by (64)-(67) has a unique solutjon jf 
h < min 
2 24 Jm 
w/pl’w”JI’o~~ 
for q # 0. 
Note that the numerical scheme LiyW given by (58)-(63) in Technique II is derived in an 
analogous manner to the scheme in Part (1) of this theorem. Therefore, the restriction on h for 
Technique II can be found in a comparable way to the one in (1). Note also that in Parts (2) 
and (3) of Theorem 1 whenever q = 0, letting h < 2/(wlpl) w1 su ce 0 ‘11 ffi t h ave a unique solution. 
PROOF. 
(1) The existence and uniqueness of the solution for the first difference scheme is shown by 
establishing that the tridiagonal coefficient matrix of the system is diagonally dominant with 
negative main diagonal elements and positive superdiagonal and subdiagonal elements. 
It is clear that A in (52) is positive regardless of the sign of p. Then, since q 2 0 by assumption, 
for i = l,..., n - 1, the main diagonal element 
ai=-wq-A 
of the tridiagonal coefficient matrix of the system obtained by using this scheme is negative for 
any i and any constant p. 
First, consider the case p > 0. We want to show that ai-l is positive. Equating the denomi- 
nators in equation (50) yields 
cq-1 = 
Ah2 (4hwp + 12 + h2w2p2 + h2wq) - 24 
8h3wp 
The denominator of this fraction is positive since p is positive. When A from equation (52) is 
substituted in the numerator of the fraction above, one obtains 
24 (6 + h2W2p2 + h2wq) (4hwp + 12 + h2w2p2 + h2Wq) _ 24 
72 + 6h2w2p2 + 18h2wq + h4w2q2 
Simplifying the above fraction yields 
2424hw~ + 12h2w2p2 + 4h3w3p3 + h4,dp4 + 2hbWsp2q + 4hzwzpq 
72 + 6h2w2p2 + 18h2wq + h%Jq2 
> 0. 
So ~i-1 > 0 for any h, whenever p > 0. 
To show that cui+l is also positive, equation (49) is rewritten as follows: 
Qi+1 = 
Ah2 (4hwp - 12 - h2w2p2 - h2wq) + 24 
8h3wp 
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Then, we need to have 
(4hwp - 12 - h2w2p2 - h2uq) > 2. 
Substituting (52) for A in the above inequality gives 
(4hwp - 12 - h2w2p2 - h2wq) > 
72 + 6h2w2p2 + 18h2wq + h4w2q2 
h2w2p2 + 6 + h2wq 
Both sides are multiplied with h2w2p2 + 6 + h2wq and like terms are combined to get 
24hwp + 4h3w3p3 + 4h3w2pq - 12h2w2p2 - h4w4p4 - 2h4w3p2q > 0, 
hwp [24 - 12hwp + 4h2 (w2p2 + wq) - h3 (w3p3 + 2w2pq)] > 0. 
But, this inequality holds since h > 2/(wp). Therefore, oi+i is shown to be positive. 
Now, since 
IaiJ = ( - wq - A\ = wq + A, I%+11 + jai-11 = cui+l + ai- = A, 
we have 
I&l 2 I&+1( + I%-11. 
When q > 0, the above inequality holds strictly for all i. If q = 0, then lclil > Icui+il + Io,-iJ 
for i = 1 and i = r~ - 1. Thus, the coefficient matrix obtained by the operator Lh,+., in (17) 
has negative main diagonal elements, positive offdiagonal elements, and is diagonally dominant. 
Then, this numerical scheme has a unique solution. 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution in the case where p < 0 can be proved in a similar 
way. 
(2) Assume that p > 0. The case where p < 0 can be proved similarly. It can be easily shown 
from (53) that the sign of B depends on the sign of p: if p is positive, B is negative, and if p is 
negative, B is positive. Then, 
a: = ai + B; [w3p3 + 2w2pq] < 0, 
X+1 
h5 
= a,+1 -B- 120 $ [w3p3 + 2w2pq] + & [w3p2q + w2q2] > 
> 0, 
since by Part (l), CQ < 0 for any h, whereas ~li+i > 0 whenever h < 2/(w(pl). 
To show that CX~-~ > 0, consider (56) again 
ckpl = 
h5 
cy,el - B- {-L [W3P3 + 2w2pq] - $ [dp2q + J,,, } 120 h2 
It is known that oi-1 > 0 when h < 2/(wlpl). So, all one has to show is 
f bJ3p3 + 2w2pq] - & [w3p2q + w2q2] > o, 
Since h < 2p/q, one obtains 
;[ W3P3 + 2w2Pq] - & [w2p2q + w2q2] = $ [2wp3 + 4pq - h (wp2q + q2)] 
> $ [2wp3 + 4pq - 2wp” - apq] 
= $2pq > 0. 
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Thus, a;-, > 0, whenever h < min{2/(wjpl), (2p)/q}. I n order to show diagonal dominance, 
we consider 
But, 
Ia;I = wq + A - B; (w3p3 + 2w’pq). 
I4+1I + 14-l I = a:+1 +4-l =%+1+%-l 43; (L&3 +%&?q) 
= A - B; (w3p3 + 2w2pq) , 
by (55) and (56). Therefore, 
with strict inequality holding at every i if q > 0. Note that when q = 0, the strict inequality 
holds at i = 1 and i = n - 1, as before. This concludes the proof of the existence and uniqueness 
of the solution of the numerical scheme given in Part (2). 
(3) Assume once again that p > 0. Since B is negative whenever p > 0 and cx:i = -wq - A < 0, 
we have 
cy2+** h3 (w3p3 + 2dpq) 
=CYi+B5[12+h2(W2p2+Wq)] <OS 
To show that cri$; and cxzzf are both positive, recall equation (65) 
*** h5 
%+1 = ai+ -B- 
12 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (w2p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq 
120 12h2 + h4 (~2~2 + wq) - 2h (12 + h2 (~2~2 + wq)) 
It is already known by the proof of Part (1) that cx. %+I > 0 if h < 2/(wp). So, all that needs to 
be shown is 
i 
12 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq 
12h2 + h4 (w2p2 + wq) - 2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) + 
w3p2q + w2q2 
2h 
> 0. 
Since (w3p2q + w2q2)/(2h) > 0, the first two fractions, namely 
12 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq 
12h2 + h4 (~2~2 + wq) - 2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) ’ 
will be investigated when 
h < min 
2 24 dm 
wlpI’w2lplcl’~~ 
12 (dp3 + 2w2pq) (w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq 
12h2 + h4 (w2p2 + wq) - 2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 
= 24 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) - (w3p3 + 2w2pq) hwzpq 
2h2 (12 + h2 (~2~2 + wq)) 
= (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (24 - hw’pq) 
2h2 (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) ’ 
Since h < 24/(w2pq), 24 - hw2pq > 0. Thus, c$~~ is positive. 
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Recall o~zr; from (66), 
*** h5 ai- -B- 
12 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) (w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq 
+ 2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 -t wq)) - 
w3p2q + w2q2 
q-1 = 120 12h2 + h4 (~2~2 + wq) 2h . 
By the proof of Part (l), it is known that cyi-1 is positive for any h whenever p > 0. Also, the 
first term inside the parentheses is positive. The last two terms inside the parentheses, that is, 
(w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq _ w3p2q + w2q2 
2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 2h ’ 
are combined and the terms are rearranged to obtain 
(w3p3 + 2w2pq) w2pq (w3p2q + w2q2) (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 
2h (12 -t- h2 (w2p2 + wq)) - 2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 
= w2q [w2p2q + (wp2 + q) (w2p2 - 12 - h2 (w2p2 -I- uq))] 
2h (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 
When h < J-/d-, w2p2 - 12 - h2(w2p2 + wq) > 0. Then, together with the 
fact that B < 0 when p > 0, c$z*, is shown to be positive. 
The only remaining part of the proof is diagonal dominance. We have 
h3 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) 
Iaz**I = -% - B,Cj [12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)] ’ 
24 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) 
h2 (12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)) 
= ait + ai- - B 
h3 (w3p3 + 2w2pq) 
5 [12 + h2 (w2p2 + wq)] ’ 
The result follows from the proof of Part (1). Thus, the solution exists and is unique. I 
Next, the stability conditions of the techniques developed will be investigated. Different meth- 
ods of proof for the case when q > 0 and the case when q z 0 will be needed, so we will have two 
separate sections dedicated to stability, 
3.1. Stability When q > 0 
The following definition of the stability of a difference operator as given in [ll, p. 761 will be 
used. 
DEFINITION 2. The linear difference operator Lh is said to be stable if, for sufficiently small h, 
there is a positive number M, independent of h, such that 
i=o >.“, T -- 
for any discrete function vi. 
Note that stability is a property of the finite-difference operator Lh. 
THEOREM 3. Let Lh,+ be the difference operator in (17). Suppose that p(x) 5 p (nonzero) and 
q(z) G q (nonnegative) are constants. Let M = max(l,E/q), and h < 2/(wlp(). Then, Lh.w is 
stable. 
PROOF. Let u(xi) = oi be any discrete function defined on &+l. If max lvil occurs at the initial, 
or the end point, then Definition 2 holds trivially, since M is at least 1. So, suppose max Iwil 
occurs for one if i = 1,. . . ,n. From (17) one has 
cyjvi Ei -cY-lVi-l - a!i+l?Ji+l + Lh,wvir l<iln-1. 
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Since (-pi = -wq - A when pi and qi are constants, 
(-wq - A)vi = -ai-lvi-1 - CQ+IY~+I + L,+J~. 
Taking the absolute values of both sides of the above equation yields 
I - wq - Al lwl I 1~11 h--l1 + lai+ll I.ui+l( + ILh,w~lil : 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 1 that A, ai+l, and oi-1 are all positive under the stated 
assumptions. Therefore, 
(w + 41% 5 ai--11~11 + G+I Ivi+ll + (Lh,w~il 
5 (a’i-1 -t %+1) l<ypz-l JVkl + l<yn;-l lL,w~kl 
-- -- 
5 A l<y<ypl bkl + l<y<yvl IhwQl. -- -- 
Since the last inequality holds for all i, 
(wq + A) l<%s-l 14 5 A l<~<~wI bkl + l<y<:_I I-bJ~kI > -- -- -- 
w4 l<!$yml 1% 5 l<~<~pI Ib.J~kl T -- 
l<~cyml 174 I -A- m3.x ILh,wvkI. 
wq l<k<n-1 
Because l/wq = c/q, and M = max{l, c/q}, 
l<T<yel bil 5 M l<‘)f<yel ILh,wvkl~ -- -- 
Therefore, 
l<??<y-l I’d 5 M max(bl~ b’d) + l<y& ILh,wwkl 7 -- 1 -- 1 
and Lb+ is stable. I 
Stability of operators LL,,, Li;, and Li:: can be proved similarly. 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of Theorems 1 and 3, the difference operators L;L+,, L;LyW, 
and LjlTz defined by (26), (36), and (46), respectively, are stable. 
We can also give the error bounds for our techniques when p(z) and q(o) > 0 are constant 
functions. 
THEOREM 5. Consider the linear, singularly perturbed boundary value problem given @.r (47) 
with p # 0 and q > 0, and let y(si) be the exact solution of this problem. Let {yi}, {yb}, {gz*}, 
and {VT**} be the numerical solutions obtained by the operators LQ in (17), L;1,, in (261, 
L ;lTw in (36), and L;Iyz in (46), respectively. Set M = max( 1, E/q). Then, for each 1 5 i < n - 1, 
(9 1% - yil 5 M l<!!Jss-l IG[YlL (69) -- 
(ii) Iv; - yil 5 M 1<~~e, K[YII 7 (70) -- 
(iii) I$* - yil 5 M 1<y<y-1 lC*[~ll, (71) 
(3 Ig;** - yil 5 M ,~Gjx, lc**[Yll. (72) -- 
PROOF. (i) From (17), Lh,,& = --pi - wfi. Als o, since yi is the exact solution, Lh+,yi = 
--a! - wfi + pi [y]. Then, by the linearity of L+, 
Lh,,[& - yi] = L h,w% - Lh,di = -Ti[Y]. 
By the boundary conditions, 00 = ye and jin = yn, and from Theorem 3, for any discrete 
function ui 
l<!F<~Fl b’il 2 M m=(b’ol, b’nl) + 1<~<~-1 iLh,wZlki > 
-- { -- > 
where M = max(1, E/q). Once vi is replaced by jji - yi, the desired result is obtained. 
Parts (ii)- are proved similarly. 
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3.2. Stability When q = 0 
The stability of the linear systems obtained by using the operators Lh+,, LfL+,, Lyw, and Lyz 
will be investigated when q G 0. Therefore, we will briefly introduce finite-difference matrices of 
our approximation techniques first. 
A finite-difference approximation Lhyi = fi + ~~[[y], i = 1, . , n - 1, leads to a linear system 
LY = f + T[Yl, 
where L, is the (n - 1) x (n - 1) difference matrix, y = (~1, yz, . . , ~~-1)~~ and f = (fl, fi, . . , 
f,-dT. 
We set L,y = f, where 7 = (~1, ~2, . . . , ~~-1)~ is the numerical solution column vector of the 
differential equation at hand by the difference operator Lh. Thus, 
L n,wY = -P - wf, (73) 
L;>,y* = -p* - wf, (74) 
y&y** = -p** - wf, (75) 
y-y*** = -p*** - wf, (76) 
where P = (PI,P~,...,P~-I)~, P* = (PT,P6,...,PL1)T, P** = (P~*,P2**,...,.fKJT, and 
P *** = (PT**,&**,. ,P;l*_“l)T are the linear systems obtained by (17), (26), (36), and (46), 
respectively. 
To show the stability of our techniques, the following definition from [13, p. 1031 will be used. 
DEFINITION 6. A sequence of operators {L,} is said to be stable, if the sequence {L,l} is 
uniformly bounded for sufficiently large n, that is, if there is an no and a constant k such that 
More often than not, it is not easy to estimate the bound of L;l. Segal [2, p. 1031 used the 
following two lemmas to obtain the error bound of the central difference approximation. Since a 
and ps have been already used to denote the coefficients of our linear systems, we change ‘CY’ 
and ‘p’ originally used in these lemmas to ‘~5’ and ‘p’, respectively. 
LEMMA 7. Let E be an n x n matrix such that the lower-diagonal elements ej+A,j for j = 
l,..., n - 1 are equal to 1 and every other entry is equal to 0 and A = -GE + I - PET with I 
the identity matrix. Furthermore, let & + fi = 1, &, b > 0, and 6 > b. Then, 
LEMMA 8. Let A be the n x n matrix 
A=-&E+I-PET, 
with a! + fi = 1 and E and I as in Lemma 7. Then, IId-‘/ < 0(n2). 
Segal proved these lemmas in [a]. Since we use Lemma 8, it is worthwhile to restate its proof 
here. 
PROOF. For any two row vectors u and v, 
1 
-v(u - v)T 
ll~ll2 
= -I!- (VJ - VW’) 
ll4lz 
T u 
= i% - lIvll2 
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Using the above fact and the assumption G + ,8 = 1, 
((dxll2 - 11342 = 1/01(x - Ex) + P (x - ETx) II2 - II412 
2 (&(x-Ex)+j(x-E’x) -x) & 
= ((~+p)x-&~x-DE~x-x) & 
=-- 
( 
CEx+pETx & 
> 
( 
x, &Es + jETx 
=-- 
lMI2 
With basic calculation, one can show that (x, Ex) = (Ex, x) = (x, ETx). Also, 
( x, &Ex + PETx ) = (x, GEx) + (x,BETx) 
= 6(x, Ex) + ,8 (x, ETx) 
= 5(x, Ex) + &, Ex) 
= ti+p (x,Ex) 
( > 
_ (x, Ex) I WTx) 
2 2 
= f (x, (E + ET) x) . 
Note that (1/2)(E + ET)T = (1/2)(E + ET), and it has eigenvalues Xk = cos(k7r/(n + l)), 
k = 1,2 )...) 72. Since for any real arbitrary matrix M, we have llMll2 = dpm where 
p(MTM) is the spectral radius of (MTM) [14, p. 6001, 
Then, 
t (x, (E + ET) X) 5 ~0s (--&) Il~llZ = (1 - 0 (n-“1) II4Ik 
by the Taylor series expansion of cos(~/(n + 1)). Therefore, 
-; (x, (E + ET) x) 2 (0 (k2’) - 1) ItxII;, 
and 
which implies the desired result. 
Now, we can state and prove our stability theorem for the case q(x) = 0. 
I 
THEOREM 9. Consider the linear, singularly perturbed boundary value problem in (47) where p 
is any nonzero constant and q = 0. Let L,,,, Lz,,, LzU, and LTi be the (n - 1) x (n - 1) 
difference matrices as defined in (73)-(76), respectively Let E = (3(h’), where r is a positive real 
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number. Then, 
(4 
(ii.a) 
(ii.b) 
(iii.a) 
(iiib) 
(iii.c) 
(iv.a) 
(iv.b) 
(iv.c) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
(81). 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
PROOF. (i) Since q = 0, using (48), we have oi = -A. Let Cy = -ai-i/ai and /? = -cY,+~/Q~, 
c+p= 
-o!i-1 --cyi+1 Qi-l + w+1 A -+-=- 
cyi =--A = 1. Qi Qfi 
This choice of & and b satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 8. Then, the (n - 1) x (n - 1) difference 
matrix L,,, in (73) can be formed as follows: 
L n,w = ai ( 
-GE + I - ,8ET 
> 
= aid, 
where E is the matrix defined in Lemma 7. It follows from Lemma 8 that 
IIL,,1,(l, = & II.A-1112 L $’ (b - 1)“). (86) 
A is written one more time when q = 0, and w = l/c is substituted to get 
A = 4 (6 + h2w2p2) 24 + 4h2p2 /c2 24~~ + 4h2p2 
h2 (12 + h2w2p2) = 12h2 + h4p2/c2 = 12h2e2 + h4p2. 
Putting the reciprocal of the above equation in (86) gives 
Then, together with the fact that p is a constant, one has 
12e2 + h2p2 c3 (h2) 
4h2p2 + 24~~ 
= - = O(1). 
0 (h2) 
so, /I&32 5 Q(1). 
(ii.a) When q = 0, B = -(wp)/h. At this step, the assumption E = U(h’) for a positive 
number r is used. From (54)-(56) recall that 
h3 wp h3 
Qf = ai + B60~3p3 = -A - h 6ow3p3 = -A 
h2w4p4 , 
60 
cY,;1 = 
h5 1 wp h3 h2w4p4 
%-I- BG sw3h3 = ai+1 + - -w3p3 = Qz+l .+ ~, h 120 120 
410 
and similarly, 
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h2w4p4 
120 . 
Similar to Part (i), we take & = -a~-i/a;, and fi = -o;+r/o;. Then, & + p = 1. Thus, 
L&J = ~!f (-23 + I- BET) = $A. Then, 
IIG~II, = &J 11~-1112 5 1-A _ h~w4p4,~O/u (@ - ‘I”) 
Substituting A from (52) yields 
-A _ h2w4p4 h2w4p4 
- =A+-z-= 
4 (6 + h2w2p2) h2u4p4 
60 h2 (12 + h2w2p2) + 60 
= 240 (6 + h2w2p2) + h4w4p4 (12 + h2u2p2) 
60h2 (12 + h2w2p2) 
Then, letting w = l/e gives 
1 60h2 (12 + h2w2p2) 
A + h2w4p4/60 = 240 (6 + h2w2p2) + h4w4p4 (12 + h2w2p2) 
60h2 (12~~ + c4h2p2) 
= 240 (6@ + e4h2p2) + h4p4 (123 + h2p2) 
U (h6’) + 0 (h4’+2) 
= ’ (h2) &’ (h6’) + 0 (h4’+2) + 0 (h4+2’) + (.J (h6) ’ 
(ii.a) If 0 < r < 1, then 
1 
A + h2w4p4/60 = 
u (hoz)(;~;“‘) = 0 (h2) . 
Therefore, 
IIL;;;1II, I 0 (h2) 0 (b - 1,“) = W), 
when E = U(h’) and 0 < r < 1. 
(ii.b) If T > 1, then 
1 
A + h2w2p4/60 = 
u (h4+4’) = ,KJ (h&-2) , 
0 (h6) 
and 
IIL&--II, < 0 (h4’-‘) 0 ((n - 1)“) = 0 (h4r-4). 
Note that O(h4’-‘) 5 O(1) since r 2 1 which shows unconditional stability of Technique I. 
(iii) When q = 0, equations (58)-(60) become 
f$* = -A** = - 120 + 20h2w2p2 + h4w4p4 
60h2 + 5h4w2p2 ’ 
1 cpl = - 
2 { 
120 + 20h2w2p2 + h4w4p4 + 2 
60h2 + 5h‘Wp2 > h ’ 
120 + 20h2w2p2 + h4w4p4 wp 
60h2 + 5h4w2p2 -- 7 h > 
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respectively. We let & = -o~~r/cuf* and /? = -LY:*;~/cY~*. Then, 6 and b satisfies Lemma 8’s 
assumptions. Thus, our difference matrix for the second technique is formed as’ 
L ** n.,w = a;* -&E+I--ET =,$+A, > 
and E is the matrix defined in Lemma 7. By Lemma 7, 
Since A** is given by -a:*, and w = l/e, 
lIL;:,-1112 5 
60h2 + 5h2w2p2 
120 + ‘-&)h2W2p2 + h4w4p4u (@ - l)“) 
60h2e4 + 5h4p2 
= 120~~ + 20c2h2p2 + h4p4 O((n - U2) 
60~~ + 5h2p2 
= 120~~ + 20$h2p2 + h4p4 
U (h”‘) + 0 (h2) 
= U ( h4’) + Cl (h2’+2) + (3 (h4) ’ 
(iiia) If 0 < r < l/2, 
IJL$ll, I gg = U(1). 
(iiib) If l/2 < r < 1, 
(iiic) If T 2 1, 
(iv) Note that by (64) 
a*** I =cq+B 
w3 h3p3 
60 + 5w2h2p2 
=-A-E!? w3 h3p3 24 + 4h2w2p2 
h 60 + 5w2h2p2 = - h2 (12 + h2w2p2) 
h2w4p4 120 + 20h2w2p2 + h4w4p4 
5 (12 + h2w2p2) = - 60h2 + 5h4w2p2 
Thus, proofs of Parts (iv.a)-(iv.c) are the same as those of (iiia-(iii.c). I 
Finally, we will give the error bounds for our numerical approximations given by (17), (26), 
and (36) in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let y satisfy the boundary value problem (1) where p(x) E p is a constant and 
q(x) E 0. Let y E C6([0,1]). Let 7, y*, y**, and y*** be the numerical solutions of (1) by 
the operators L+ in (17), Li,, in (26), L;LyW in (36), and L;L:z in (46), respectively. Also, let 
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E = U(h’) for some positive real number r. Then, 
(i.a) 119 - YIIZ I 0 (h2+‘), 
(i.b) IIP - ~112 I: 0 (h4-‘) , 
(ii.a) IF* - ~112 I CJ (h6-4r) , 
(ii.b) IF* - ~112 I 0 (h2), 
(iii.a) IF** - ~112 5 0 (h4) , 
(iii.b) l/Y** - ~11~ 5 0 (h6-4r) , 
(iiix) l/Y** - y/l2 5 0 (h4-2r) , 
(iv.a) lb*** - y/l2 5 0 (h8-4r) , 
(iv.b) lb*** - yl12 5 0 (h1o-8T) , 
(iv.c) IF*** - yl12 I 0 (h6-4r) , 
if0 <r < 1, 
ifl<r<4, 
if0 < r < 1, 
ifr 2 1, 
1 
if0 <r < 2, 
1 
ifs <r<l, 
ifr 11, 
1 
if0 <r < - 
2’ 
1 
ifs<r<l, 
ifr > 1. 
(87) 
@8) 
(89) 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
(93) 
(94 
(95) 
PROOF. Parts (ii.a), (ii.b), (iii.a)-(iii.c) will b e p roved. Proofs of Parts (i.a), (i.b), (iv.a)-(ivx) 
are done in an analogous way. 
(ii) From (24) and (26), we have 
G,, (Y -y*) = 7*[Yl, 
that is, 
Therefore, 
y - y* = L;;-,17*[y]. 
IF” - Yllz I IIG3I, ll~*wll2~ 
Since p(x) is a constant, and q(z) = 0, from (25) one has 
T*[y] = Bgj 
{ 
h2 (4) -EY h)W3P3 . 
1 
But, B = -(wp)/h when q = 0. So, the above becomes 
w4p4h6 (4) T*[y] = ___ 
1440 Y (rl), 
Thus, 
u PI 
ll~*[Ylll2 = 0 CE4> I I YC4)(77) . 
Now, since y E C”( [0, 1]), ]Y(~)(z)] is bounded by a constant. 
(ii.a) If 0 < r < 1, ]]LE5-,1]]2 5 U(1) by Part (ii.a) of Theorem 9, and so 
llu* - ~112 5 0 (h6-“) 
(ii.b) If r 2 1, l~L~~~~~2 5 U(h4T-4) by Part (ii.b) of Theorem 9. Therefore, 
)Iy* - yJ12 < U (h4r-4) 0 (h6-“J = 0 (h2) . 
(iii) From (34) and (36) one has 
LYW (y - p**) = r** [y]. 
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Then, as in Part (ii), 
so, 
y - y** = LY;%** [y]. 
IIY” - Yll2 5 11~~~111, ll7**~Ylll2~ 
BY (35), 
T**[y] = g 
{[ 
120 + 20h2w2p2 + h4w4p4 wp 1 
h2 (60 + 5h2w2p2) 
- h $(L) 1 
- 120 + 20h2u2p2 + h4w4p4 + 
h2 (60 + 5h2w2p2) 
It is sufficient to investigate the order of the first set inside the brackets in the above equation 
for our purposes. Keeping in mind that w = l/c, we rewrite it 
h6 120 + 20h2w2p2 + h4w4p4 wp h5 
720 
-- 
h2 (60 + 5h2w2p2) h > { 
120 + 20h2p2/c2 + h4p4/e4 p =- -- 
720 h (60 + 5h2p2/e2) E > 
h5 120~~ + 20c2h2p2 + h4p4 p 
ZZ- 
720 60hc4 + 5h3e2p2 - ; > 
(iiia) Since E = Q(h’) and 0 < r < l/2, one obtains 
120~~ + 20c2h2p2 + h4p4 p 
60he4 + 5h3c2p2 - ; 
= U (h5) 
0 (h4’) + 0 (h2’+2) + 0 (h4) _ u (hs-r> 
2 0 ( h1+4’) + 0 ( h3+2’) 
= U (h”) . 
In fact, ]]r**[y]]]2 5 0(h4) if 0 < r < 1. The result follows from Theorem 9 Part (iii.a). 
(iii.b) When l/2 < r < 1, by Theorem 9 Part (iii.b) one has 
l/y** - y(12 2 $$U (h4) = 0 (h6-4r). 
(iiic) When r > 1, - 
/IT** [Yl II2 L $$;jT, + 0 (h”-‘) = 0 (h6-“) . 
So, by Theorem 9 Part (iiic), 
I(y** - yl12 5 ‘g;) = 0 (h4-2r) , 
as desired. 
In the next section, we consider two test problems and apply our techniques on them. 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
I 
In this section, the numerical results of two problems are presented. The three techniques 
developed in this paper are applied on the first problem which is a one-dimensional convection- 
diffusion equation with constant coefficients. The coefficient of y(z) in (1) is 0 for this problem 
and there are no boundary layers. Our second problem has a boundary layer at the initial 
boundary point. The results for the first problem are compared with various methods found by 
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Il’in [8], Dekema and Schultz [6], and Choo and Schultz [7], whereas the results of the second 
problem are compared with those of Varner and Choudhury [lo]. 
The standard measure given by 
rate = -1oderWerr2) 
log(n2/nl) ’ (96) 
where nl and n2 are the number of subdivisions of [a, b] and err 1 and err 2 are the maximum 
errors with the grid sizes hl = (b - a)/nl and h2 = (b - a)/n2, respectively, is used. 
PROBLEM 1. Consider 
-Ed” + qs’(x) = m2 sin(7rz) + 7r cos(7r5), !$(O) = 0, 4(l) = 0. 
The exact solution of (97) is $(z) = sin(rz). 
All three techniques are applied on this problem. LU decomposition is used to solve the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) d’ff 1 erence matrix in each case. We let E values vary from 10-r to 10-l’. The 
results for Techniques I, II, and III are given in terms of ]]y - Y/]~ = maxr<i<,-r ]yi - yi], that -- 
is, maximum error between the exact solution and the numerical approximation. Note that the 
average error is much smaller. 
The results in Table 1 are consistent with the theoretical results of Theorems 9 and 10. The 
error for Technique I, as given in Table 1 stays the same for E _< 10e4 and gets smaller as n 
increases. Therefore, the method is unconditionally stable. However, its rate of convergence 
reduces to 2 as E gets small. Techniques II and III (Tables 2 and 3) give better results than 
Technique I for E down to 10w8. After that, Technique I gives better results for the same value 
of 72. 
Table 1. Maximum error of Technique I for each E, Problem 1 
10-e 8.26 x 1O-3 2.05 x 1O-3 5.14 x 10-4 1.28 x 1O-4 8.22 x 1O-5 
10-10 8.26 x 1O-3 2.05 x 1O-3 5.14 x 10-d 1.28 x 1O-4 8.22 x 1O-5 
Table 2. Maximum error of Technique II for each E, Problem 1 
E n = 10 n = 20 ?2 = 40 n = 80 72 = 100 
10-i 1.47 x 10-a 8.72 x 1O-7 5.36 x lo-* 3.34 x 10-e 1.37 x 10-g 
1O-2 1 1.46 x 1O-5 1 3.43 x 1O-7 1 1.02 x 10-s 1 4.66 x 10-l’ 1 1.82 x 10-l’ 
I lo-’ 1 2.66 x 1O-5 1 1.39 x lo-e 1 3.73 x 10-s 1 6.70 x 10-m 1 1.82 x lo-10 1 
1 NY4 1 2.72 x 1O-5 1 1.68 x 10-e 1 1.01 x lo-7 1 4.44 x 1o-9 1 1,37x 1o-g 1 
10-s 2.72 x 1O-5 1.69 x 1O-6 1.05 x 10-7 6.58 x lo-’ 2.69 x 1O-g 
10-e 1 2.73 x 1O-5 I 1.71 x lO-‘j I 1.07 x 1O-7 I 7.10 x 1O-g I 2.87 x lo-’ 
1O-7 I 1.39 x 1O-5 I 8.39 x 1O-7 I 9.18 x 1O-7 1 1.76 x 1O-7 1 1.79 x 1O-7 1 
10-a 1.45 x 10-a 3.71 x 10-d 8.10 x 1O-5 1.78 x 1O-5 1.39 x 10-S 
1O-g t 7.80 x 1O-2 1 6.86 x 1O-3 1 3.89 x 1O-4 1 7.16 x 1O-4 I 9.09 x 1O-4 
1 10-m 1 1.29 x 101 5.47 x 10-r 7.76 x 10-l 1.34 x 10-l 9.21 x 10-a 
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Table 3. Maximum error of Technique III for each E, Problem 1 
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E I n = 10 n = 20 n = 40 n = 80 n = 100 
In Table 4, we compare our results with those of the upwind difference method, Il’in’s scheme, 
the central difference method, the second-order stable central difference method, and the fourth- 
order stable central difference method in [7, p. 1161, and the fourth-order method in [6]. We 
will denote the upwind difference method by UD, Il’in’s scheme by Il’in, the central difference 
method by CD, the second-order in [7] by SCD2, the fourth-order method in [7] by SCD4, the 
fourth-order method in [6] by DS, and our first, second, and third techniques by Tl, T2, and T3, 
respectively, for short. Also, the abbreviations ‘n.r.’ and ‘n.a.’ are used to indicate ‘no result’ 
and ‘not available’, respectively. 
Table 4. Comparison of various techniques for each E, Problem 1. 
10 0.32 x 1O-3 0.36 x lo-’ 0.80 x lo-’ 0.83 x lo-’ 0.83 x 10-Z 
SCD4 
20 I 0.20 x 10-d 0.26 x 1O-3 1 0.16 x 1O-2 1 0.20 x 10-Z 0.21 x 10-Z 
I I 
Table 4 indicates that the upwind method (UD) is stable but not very accurate. The Il’in 
method does not appear to work for this problem. The central difference method (CD) gives 
reasonable results but not as good as the SCD2 method. The SCD4 method gives better results 
than the above methods for t equal to 10-l and lo-‘, however becomes only second order after 
that. The DS method gives the best results of the above methods, but not as good as our 
Techniques II and III. 
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PROBLEM 2. For our second problem we consider 
cy”(X) + y’(x) = 1 + 2x, with y(0) = 0, y(l) = 1. (98) 
The exact solution [lo] is 
1 - e--r/e 
Ye(X) = x(x + 1 - 2E) + (26 - 1) 1 _ eel/<. 
This problem has a boundary layer at x = 0 since 
but 
Varner and Choudhury analyze this problem in [lo]. They develop two nonstandard finite- 
difference techniques by using a small deviating argument S (0 < b < 1) introduced into a Taylor 
series expansion for Y(Z) about 5. In their first technique, b is introduced in the approximation 
for y(~ - S), whereas in the second one, it is introduced in the approximation for y’(z - a). 
Their first technique failed to produce the desired results for problem (98). We compare their 
second technique results with our Technique III in Table 6. Since the only data given in [lo] is 
for n = 2000, and E = 10m2, we will include our results for these specific n and 6 values. But, 
before the comparison, we will give our Technique III results for various E values in Table 5, so 
the reader can have an idea about the effectiveness of Technique III. It is easily verified from this 
table that our technique gives fourth-order results for 6 = 10-l and E = 10M2, but the order is 
lower for E = 10M3. In fact, it is less than 2 for n < 200, then it gradually increases to 4 as n 
becomes larger. 
Table 5. Maximum error of Technique III for each E, Problem 2. 
Table 6. Comparison of techniques, Problem 2, 7c = 2000, E = 10V2. 
< 
It is clear from Table 6 that our results are superior over both the central differences, as 
expected, and Varner and Choudhury’s technique. In fact, when E = 10m2, we obtain a maximum 
error 0.63 x 10e4 with 200 subintervals, whereas the central differences use n = 2000 to reduce 
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the maximum error to 0.84 x 10e4. As for the technique in [lo], we can obtain a better accuracy 
even when E = 10e4 and n = 1500. 
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